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 A Case Study in Deploying a Data Project

1 https://www.coursera.org/ 
2 https://www.edx.org/ 
3 https://www.qwiklabs.com/ 
4 https://nostarch.com/ 
5 https://www.oreilly.com/ 
6 https://github.com/atlas-github/20190731StarMediaGroup/blob/master/7_Recommendations.ipynb 

There are numerous sources (e.g. MOOCs like Coursera1 and edX2, online 
labs like Qwiklabs3, and bookstores like No Starch Press4 and O’ Reilly5) 
from which one can independently venture into areas such as 
Infrastructure & DevOps, Big Data, Websites & App Development etc. 
The resources I used to pursue my independent studies are available on 
my GitHub6 via tQR code on the right. Some of the resources are free, 
while others are paid (and those books are a lot cheaper than courses in 
physical classrooms).
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The variety of online courses cover the technical parts needed to 
achieve certain tasks like using Machine Learning APIs from Google 
Cloud Platform, Machine Learning Infrastructure, or classifying 
images into certain categories. The examples found in the books from 
the QR code, and exercises from Qwiklabs should be enough for you 
to build your own proof-of-concepts (POCs). However, online courses 
rarely cover the deployment bit as this varies depending on your 
organizational structure.

I’ll walk you through the process I went through to deploy my chatbot on The Star Online via 
Facebook Messenger7. Some context is necessary for readers to understand this process:

The social media team replies 
inquiries coming in via Facebook 
Messenger manually, and more 
often than not, the questions are 
rather repetitive

The queries which come in can vary 
signi�cantly, such as asking the 
Star’s journalists to cover an event, 
reporting a mistake on an article, 
sponsorship inquiries and so on

Not all inquiries receive replies from 
the social media team due to the 
sheer volume of questions from 
users

The Star Online’s registration wall 
came online sometime in 
November 2019, so the social media 
team will be overwhelmed with 
questions from users about 
technical problems like being 
unable to register, forgetting their 
passwords, etc.

7 m.me/TheStarOnline  
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•
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You’ll notice there is signi�cant 
stakeholder management work in a 
data project, with product owners, 
management, IT, and Corporate 
Communications. A number of data 
projects fail or stall as there is no buy-in 
from stakeholders other than your 
team, and this is a fact that online 
courses seldom highlight. It is good to 
be technically capable, but you will also 
need to balance it out with the 
business side of data projects.

I’ll also highlight another type of data 
project, one which depends on 
externally available information and 
deploying it into your organisation’s 
systems. External datasets can be 
obtained via two common methods: 
publicly available Application 
Programming Interfaces (i.e. APIs) and 
web-scraping.

A good analogy of an API is a customer 
walking into a restaurant and receiving 
the menu from the waiter.

The customer gives his order (which 
is his parameter) to the waiter, and 
the waiter returns with the 
customer’s order (which is the result) 
later on.

The waiter is the equivalent of an API: 
the user of the API provides the 
parameters to the function, and the 
function returns the value to the 
user.

• 

• 
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An example of a publicly available API is Bank Negara Malaysia’s Open API8. Let’s use this API to 
get some information about current base rates and base lending rates from retail banks in 
Malaysia. We’ll start by breaking this problem into smaller pieces using Google Colab9 as 
follows:

1) Call BNM’s OpenAPI

2) Verify you have the data from the API call

a) Install a Python library called requests to make the API call

  !pip install requests

b) After installing the Python library, import the requests library onto your Notebook

   import requests

c) Write the 1-2 lines of code needed to make the API call. How the headers parameter is 
written usually depends on the documentation of the API call, which is in the BNM Open API 
Base Rates/BLR/E�ective LR page, under the latest header.

d) Verify the connection is successful by getting a Response [200] result from the API call

   response

   <Response [200]>

headers = {"Accept": "application/vnd.BNM.API.v1+json"}

response = requests.get("https://api.bnm.gov.my/public/base-
           rate/",  headers = headers)

a) The data from API calls are usually in a json format – it looks intimidating to read at �rst, but 
spend a few minutes to understand the structure of the json format, and you’ll quickly 
understand how the data is organised in the json �le.

   base_rate = response.json()
   base_rate

3) Process the resulting data into a structured table

a) You’ll need to import another Python library called pandas

   import pandas as pd

8 h�ps://api.bnm.gov.my/portal 
9  h�ps://colab.research.google.com/
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b) Select the data you would like to convert into a table and store the data in the variable

   base_rate_table.

   base_rate_table = pd.DataFrame(base_rate[‘data’])

c) Verify the tabular structure of your data

   base_rate_table

4) The next step is usually to upload your table into a data warehouse, 
where the data is used by your app or web service. The code can be run on 
a weekly basis using Google Cloud Platform’s Cloud Scheduler10, or a your 
preferred cron job scheduler. The Python code above has been written in 
a Google Colab notebook accessible via the QR code on the right11. There 
is a section at the end of the notebook on how to upload 
base_rate_table into Google’s BigQuery data warehouse.

Notice a di�erence in stakeholder management from the �rst project, and the one involving 
Bank Negara’s OpenAPI. This contrast stems from the fact that chatbots are customer facing 
projects, while calling external APIs tends to be more of a backend solution. The stakeholder 
management part of the second project would come from integrating with your organisation’s 
internal systems, which is mainly the IT or Technology department. When your project caters to 
external customers, do expect more stakeholder management work.

Don’t worry if solving problems using data and unfamiliar methods is intimidating for you, 
whether you have experience or not. My latest adventure involves building a POC for 
augmented reality applications. This required me to learn how to use a Unity Engine with 
Vuforia, and some C# programming, all over the course of a week. Take it as a step to learn 
something new in your lifelong quest to upgrade yourself. The sooner you get used to taking 
that leap of faith when dealing with new methods, the faster you get to upskill.

10 h�ps://cloud.google.com/scheduler
11 h�ps://colab.research.google.com/drive/1aZicfZX5SLLwKjRXIhBDeJksScfA48bo
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This article is part of the Digital Banking Learning Series, 'Let's Talk Digital', an 
initiative by the ABS Center for Digital Banking. It is written by industry 
practitioners and are aimed at educating the general public on the intricacies 
of digital applications in banking and other related industries, including the 
latest insights and trends of Digital Banking.

As the industry’s preferred partner in learning and development, ABS o�ers 
relevant training programmes that covers a comprehensive list of banking 
areas that are designed and developed in-house by our Specialist Training 
Consultancy Team or in collaboration with strategic learning partners that 
includes some of the top business schools in the world. It also provides 
specialised consulting services and tailored learning solutions to meet the 
speci�c needs of its clients.

For more information, visit our website at www.asianbankingschool.com or 
email us at digitalbanking@asianbankingschool.com
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